MALDIVAS’S TRIP
THE ARRIVAL
My name is Jessica and I am a sissy slave slut girl belonging to Mistress Ishtar. I work,
live, think only for Her and under Her full domination and control. I live following all
Her rules and instructions She is my truth, my world. She has transformed my life,
mind, body, will. So, now, my life is a new one, where only She has a place.
She is now the only woman in my head and heart. I love her and belong to her. As She
repeat to me every day, I am Her property, Her slave since the day She turn me into a
sissy slut, and I am.
Since the divorce of my wife, conducted and forced by Her, I only wore women's
underwear all the time. At home I am dressed only with women's clothing. Already
never use underpants or socks. Always panties and stockings. Even when going out to
the street. Also only a femenine soft perfume.
Jessica is my new name. She had selected. And She tattooed my skin with the symbol
that appears in this story. It is Her sign of property upon me. I had also signed a
contract of slavery, a title of property and a very long list of rules to obey. She wanted
all those documents where signed them in his presence and legalize them before a
notary, and only She have. All my properties, rents, salaries, fees, or any other income
fully belongs to Her.
I live in a very small and cheap apartmente, the one She choose for me. It’s full of
cameras, so She could watch me when She want to. She had access 24 hours a day.
She also had a speaker system to talk to me when She wants. She can hear all that
happen inside. I received instructions from it in this way on many occasions. Heating,
lights and doors are also remotly controled by Her.
My mobile and iPad are controlled by Her. She has installed software in such a way
that cameras and audio of them were available to Her. Also another that allowed Her
to take pictures, geolocation and geofences. My computer is also 100% controlled by
Her with an spy software. Now I can use only soft that She agrees, useful to satisfy Her
or for my job. My mobile has the same system.
I had bought a lot of clothes and shoes that she had chosen for me. Ive had attended a
brief course of makeup to know how to do it. And other hair salon. I have longer hair. I
also had a strict regimen of meals and gym to lose weight and have a good body. My
gut had been reduced significantly.
I could not see the Tv except that she authorized. Not read anything that She would
not. I have a TV in each room, always with a phrase wearing: I LOVE MY MISTRESS, I
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BELONG TO MY MISTRESS once in a while she was changing the text or put photos
of theirs that were all the time on screen. Also with videos of shemales fucking men,
and men sucking cocks. Or stories about sissies.
The screens were never off. I slept with them turned on. I woke from time to time to
talk to me and set my mind. Next week I would have the judgment of divorce from
my wife. The process was very fast.
The Easter holidays were close and I didn't know that I would do. She had told me that
he would give me a surprise. Perhaps he was going to meet her in person? It would
come to Madrid? I did not know.
When I had the judgment of divorce a copy passed to Her. Since then my life is 24/7
under Her complete control. Dominiation, speel. She want me dressed like a whore,
with my chastity belt since.
The last saturday She tell me that I must prepare my luggage for a long flight, to be on
a beach some days. Great!!!! A bezh with Her!!! A real dream.
I was increasingly nervous. To prepare the suitcase told me to put menswear for the
journey of return. The rest all women's clothes that She herself selected from my
locker. Carrying the suitcase to stop.
The day of the trip was hysterical, nervous, excited. Traveled without chastity belt
controls the airport. I wanted to get as soon as possible. When I got to the airport I
took an small ship to go to the Hotel. Was in Madlivas and must go as this. I arrived
one day before Her.
The hotel was really charming. Some small house over the sea, conected by a wooden
walk. My room was prepared. A great suite with 2 rooms. One small with a small bed.
Mine, of course.
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There were a big cage, covered by a big bed sheet. Well closed. Cant know what was
inside.
I was very tired. I take a very small dinner and go to sleep. Toomorrow she arrives and
I want to be prepared.
Ive been all time at the room preparing all. At 17:00 I receive a message telling me to
dress as a maid. I change my cloths quickly. All must be perfect!!!
The room was esplendid, incredible!!!
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At 19:00 the door open and She enter at the room. As She train me I was in me middle
of the room, stand up, watching the floor, fully dressed as Her maid. Black gown,
black panties (with this hot!!), black hells, panties and locked.
She enter leting me watch Her feet. Great!!! Wearing my last gift!!!!
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After Her a waiter comes inside to explain all about the room. When the waiter
watch me has been surprised.
-

Dont worry, its my personal maid that comes yesterday, said Mistress
Of course. I give You the luggage in some minutes, and leave the suite.

Once the waiter leave the room She look at me and say: girls!! And 2 girl Friends of my
Mistress comes inside.
They become really surprised and laugh, checking all my outfits.
-

Wow!!! Look nice Your sissy slave!!
Splendid. I like it. May I play with him?
Of course, reply Mistress. Jessica is one of the amusment that we have here.
Also, she must do lot of work for us. Jessica You must open and order all our
luggage. After prepare a nice bath for us, with candle and flowers. Also ask for
a champagne bottle with very cold glasses. Do You know well how I like the
champagne.

Looking at me said
- Jessica, come here, kneel and Kiss my feet showing Your devotion.
And I did quickly. What pleasure!!!
-

Good. Know kneel before my Friends and do the same.
Yes Mistress, I said.

And I did too.
-

You must be all time dressed as a maid.
Yes Mistress.
My Friends are called Vesta and Nicole. You must call always as Mistress Vesta
and Mistress Nicole, and will obey, serve and please as You do with me.
Yes Mistress.
Good. Girls let me show the maid’s bed.

She took the bed sheet over the big cage and…. There where a jail!!! Evidently…
for me.
-

Whats that?, said one of Her girlfriends.
Evident. A jail where Jessica will sleep or be punished.
Yes, Thats right, said Mistress.
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She comes to the sofá and sit.
-

Well, well, well. You're where I wanted to have you. You are my sissy maid and
now nothing will be the same. Tell me slave, who are you? You are my slave,
my property.
Yes Mistress. Im Your slave and property. I belong to You. Only to You.
In effect, and from no won this will be much more clear and evident. I have to
tell you that I have lied to you a little bit. You know that you will not leave my
direct control. Forever you will be my feet. You're mine and you will be so
forever. This will be your first Easter with me, the first of many. All that you
are. The question is….. after this days is, do You will not need the clothes for
the return to Madrid?. No return ticket?. I've must cancel it?. Do You will not
never to return?.

I was surprised.
-

If You serve and please us very very well, as I expect, You will never return. And
listen, You will never become a men from no on.

Really surprised.
-

-

Another news. Nicole is a doctor, and she knows well all hormone treatment
for sissies. Ive asked her to come with an special treatment for You. Ive send to
her, before begin the flight, all medical information about You. Clinic studies,
analitical test, etc. With this information she has prepared an special treatment
for You. If You are with us… You will continue and become a fully sissified in 1
year. If not Your breast will grow a little, and You will look as a sissy men. Also
Your cock will be smaller. Understood? And didnt change.
Yes Mistress.
Well. The bad new is that one of this drugs is adictive and You need to take
forever. If not You will have a very strong troubles of health. But if You dont
take with her advise You’ll become and stupid men and You wouldnt be useful
for me. I abandon You when that happen. Finished the conversation, go now
to open luggage, bath and champagne. W ego to see the beach and sea. Enjoy
my little weak and obedient slave. Work hard for me. In one hour we will be
back and I want all done.

Of course I do all tasks. Luggage and bath. I cant fail. I have seen all her outfits. So
sexy and nice!!! There was a small luggage that I can’t open. I kkep on the closet.
One hour later they come back. Was very haapy, laughing.
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-

Well done Jessica. All seems to be ok. Now I go to the bath. Mmmm…. So
nice!!!! Don’t You think girls?

And they come to her baths. I was happy.
Heard as they was at the bath and enjoyed in the water. The bathrooms were hot,
filled to the jet of water to operate and with a pleasant tea foam by Bulgari. A delight
for the skin, the smell, the senses.
After a while Nicole and Vesta gathered in a bathroom starting a festival of caresses,
kisses and sex. Two minutes after Natalie joined. They called me to be present. What I
saw below cannot be described. Were more than 20 minutes in which the three were a
tangle of arms and legs that bemoaned without stopping that only stopped once the
three had enjoyed a huge orgasm.
I was that it could not more. Needed to cum, masturbation, but the chastity device
what prevented.
They were a few minutes in the water, relaxing. Natalie was the first to exit. He
ordered me to take a towel and dry, which I did without hesitation. When you arrive at
the legs i ordered to kneel and licking her pussy, by wiping it with my tongue. Caught
my head with his hands, tightening it between their legs. Began to moaning and
groaning and not blew my head. Until it is ran again i was there, breathing hardly. Her
friends laughed meanwhile.
I finished dry Her and ordered me to extend a cream throughout the body. Fact that
went to bed rest for a while.
Vesta and Nicole ordered TO me to do the same with each one of them. It was the
same thing.
It had been a very long time, ending the three seals on the bed of Natalie and I sit in a
chair exhausted since I had to collect and clean bathrooms.
Sweated like a chicken. Was soaked.
An hour later, it was already too late, were raised. They told me that they were going
to dress for dinner. I must have a shower and be dressed properly.
Natalie would give me my clothes. So I went to the shower while they were serviced. I
had a small bathroom auxiliary.
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When they finished settled were wonderful the three. Nobody could weather them, I
less.
Natalie chose my clothes. A short white costume, simple, adjusted with a few heels
means of 6" targets also. Vesta did a great job giving me make-up and preparing my
hair. Very quickly and efficiently. She was an artist!!!
Natalie put me her own perfume. I was very beautiful.
She said that we were going to dinner together the four, but that she would choose
my drinks and dinner. Finally they gave me a new pill.
The restaurant was small. There were not many rooms in the hotel. Almost all were
couples. However had a table with 4 men alone. The three spoke commenting and
laughing. I had no idea which were their plans, but it sure would be very strong, and I
would be in the middle. I think that all were looking at me.
They called for a great dinner. Shellfish and fish. Champagne. For me a grilled fish and
water. Had to eat very slowly so that it is not noticed that did not eat. And smiling all
the time.
The Group of 4 men did more to look. They sent us a second bottle of champagne. At
the end of the dinner we were all sitting at the same table. The evening was going to
be intense. One of the men, quite handsome and strong, I looked and clearly liked me.
Natalie warned him in a given moment which was my a slave who was with sissy
chastity belt and that it had no pussy. Only my ass. He was a bit surprised but after a
while continued talking to me. It was clear that the evening I was going to be yours.
Vesta was the first to wake up with one of them. It is fired with a "until tomorrow"
sensual. Nicole the second.
Natalie stood up and ordered me to follow it. My friend told him that follow us. We
were the four to the room. She began to kiss his friend. We were looking at when I
decided to act by touching his cock kissing him in the mouth. Immediately I noticed a
huge erection.
Had no more than out and suck as she had taught me. And I did so. Kneeling in front
of him, he got off the pants pulling out a hard and beautiful cock, smooth, supple, not
very large. Better, are better handled in the mouth. I immediately started to suck,
inserting until the fund. Natalia was enjoying and bemoaned while was fucked.
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In a few minutes the cock in my mouth began to eject the precum. Mmmmm was rich
in flavor!!! Promised. I continued with my activity, sucking, licking, kissing, caressing,
masturbating with the hand, prolonging their ecstasy. Finally I atack decidedly,
sucking without stopping until feel the spasms and his semen flowing in my mouth. A
large amount came out.
At that time I noticed that I was watching. Natalia He knew what he was looking for.
She wanted to verify that ate all the semen, leaving nothing outside. And it was so. All
to inside. Finished the bullfight took out the cock of my mouth and I was caressing and
kissing. Continued lasts.
At that time he took me by the hand and led me to another room where there was a
small bed. I placed on the bed and with his cock still lasts began to fuck me bed. How
well did!!! Men and cocks and are not easy to find.
In a few minutes more began to cum again. While he does was calling me “whore”, I
picked up by the hair and I liked. Could not change of posture. Nor did I want. It was in
the glory. He liked me. I liked to feel how ran inside of me, so much so that despite the
chastity belt wearing was cuming. I was feeling as women fully.
Natalia was also orgasm along with his friend. When they finished called me.
Obediently went next to Her bed. She ordered to lick the cock’s friend and Her pussy
too , cleaning all the semen and fluids, what I did immediately. I knew that it was my
obligation, one of Her rules.
Once I finished She ordered go to bed of Vesta and Nicole and repeat the operation.
While leaving the Her room I saw as She called my friend to Her bed. She was to fuck
and I would have more semen to clean.
Vesta was almost sleeping and her friend also. I did not have to do anything. Nicole on
the contrary was in full activity. When I arrived she said: -See, this man not to and I can
no more. I got on the bed by touching the eggs of the man. Nicole withdrew, was
exhausted. The man put me on four legs and began to fuck me again. It was even
better than the other. In a short time he was running and I too. Once finished I began
to clean the savannas of semen and licking Nicole. Knew very well. Knew and smelled
great.
At the end I returned to the room of Natalia. Had the two men hard, both cocks in his
hands. Looked at me and told me:
- Come to dinner bitch!
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And I went to bed, opening the mouth. She introduced the two cockcs in my mouth.
Just fit. I sucked and she masturbate them. My friend began to cum in my mouth and
just after the other. I could’nt hardly swallow the amount of semen that was entering
in my mouth. Could not more, was exhausted and happy at the same time having
served my owner as She had trained.
When all were relax. I got into the cage and She bound me by the collar to the bars.
Already could rest. And I did so. What a night!!! I was very tired, exhausted.
They also went to sleep. Good night.
2nd DAY
The following day they wake up late. Me too.
Natalie open the jail and command me to have a shower and dress with my uniform. I
did quickly.
When I’ll be back the trhee was dressed with a night gown. Natalie had a box in hand.
-

Good, good, good. I have reviewed your baggage and you have to start to get
dressed properly.

Then She pulled out some high heel shoes, high patent leather black with ribbon
around the ankle and lock. She put me the shoes and closed padlock keeping the key.
The truth is that it was such a relief. I could better support me.
-

-

Uncomfortable position, right? You’re going to wear these shoes with that
you're sexy and comfortable. You no longer have to be on tiptoe or flat shoes. I
don’t like. You don’t look sexy. From now on you will always use heels. Never, I
repeat, never you should wear flat shoes or going barefoot.
Yes Mistress. Thank you for dressing me as women.
You must be a pretty good and nice girl every time.

Now Nicole will use her camera and made photos from You from all points of view.
Her girl friend, Nicole, was talking lot of pictures.
-

Jessica, Nicole will prepare pictures and I want to upload to my web. You will
look so prety there!!. Will be the first time I will show on internet. Please thank
me.
Yes Mistress. Thank You to show me as Your sissy slave.
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-

From no won I will show You more and more. All world will know that You are
mine and all that I can do with You. I will show my power over You. First as a
sissy slave, but one day I will show You, as You was, as Jose before Your
enslavement and transformation.

She open my pants and change the lock of my chastity device. Then She keep the key
on the safe box and close.
-

-

It is now! Your cock is mine and only mine. Not even yours. You will cry and
kneel begging be released but it will only be if you obey in everything and I am
proud of You. We will remove it for cleaning periodically, but only a moment.
You will get the rest of the time ever.
Yes Mistress. I was looking forward to this moment. Thanks a lot.
Now come into the jail, and I did.

Nicole was taking more pictures and I must be on diferent positions. As much sexy as
posible.
Once Nicole finished, Vesta aproaches to me with some pills on Her hand and gave
them to me.
-

Take. You must take 2 of this every day during this week. Daily. I only give
them yourself. I will not tell You what each one of them, You don’t need thhis
information. But I assure You that You will gradually feel profound changes in
Your body and mind. Your current doubts, sure have, will disappear. There is
no way back. You belong to Natalie forever. You are Jessica, and only this.

She finally took a syringe, filled it with a white liquid and put me in the buttock.
-

It is now. You have everything you need at the moment.

He dropped me hands and led walking on my heels to the jail. They put me inside.
Something was doing its job. I began to be as in a cloud. I had no will. I was happy.
She close the jail with a padlock. She put me a collar and atach to the jail.
Also put me a pair of handcufs and a ball in my mouth with a collar around my head.
-

Good Jessica. Rest. Drugs have to do their job. You'll be a good girl, I'm sure.
Now sleeps. So far you've done the easiest. We need You in a few hours. There
is a lot of cum on this hotel, and we want that You eat all. Hahahaha

And close the jail.
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MORE
When I woke up it was at the evening. I was alone at the room. All was well arranged. I
don’t know who did. Never mind. Perhaps I was sleeping when the room service has
done? So… every body on the hotel knows my situation.
They come back from the beach. Was really Brown!!! Or red? Nice
-

Hello Jessica. How are You? Mmmmm….. You havent had Your breakfast
today!!! We have forgotten. Well, dont worry we call now to the room service.

Natalie call and charge a meal to me. Nice. I really need. I have a hole on my stomach.
In a few minutes came the waiter, about 25 years, black. It came with a tray with a full
breakfast. Coffee. Fried eggs (more eggs), bacon, fruit, toast, butter, jam. Great
breakfast!!! I was hungry.
-

Mmm….. there is no milk, said Natalie watching me. The waiter was regretted.

Said that returned immediately. Immediately Natalie told him that it did not matter,
and sensually approached him and began to touch the package.
-

does not lack. Here you have much more of what she needs, is not so Jessica?
Yes Mistress, I said kneelling before the waiter and opening his trousers, while
looked at him in the eyes with a smile as i had been taught.

Natalie was stroking a little bit the waiter and kissed in the neck while I made a huge
cock that got into my mouth and I began to suck without stopping. It was great!!! Was
going to form part of my breakfast.
In a short time he was prepared. Natalia gave me the cup of coffee and put it in my
hand. I was still with the cock in my mouth. When I was starting the orgasm
pointed the cock to the cup collecting a great blowjob.
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But mm…. She was looking, seeing as I already had enough in the cup and that
could give more I returned to suck, licking everything. The source does not
stopped and I was getting much more than it had never received in a single batch. I
had to swallow and swallow. It was amazing. As was to be expected was stopped.
I kicked softly, caressing. It had to be the best memory of your life. He began to
relax, I put the cock in its site, closing the pants.
-

Next morning You takes us the breakfast?, Asked Natalie?
Of course!, said ye waiter
Yes, please, I said. Without You the breakfast will not be equal, and I gave a
kiss on the mouth.

I had delighted and now had to breakfast. What hunger!!! And what good coffee i
expected.
While eating breakfast my coffee with "creamy milk" Natalie was accompanying
me. Vesta and Nicole arrived at that time. Natalie placed in background on what
had happened with the waiter and the three laughed a lot. Once more they gave
me the pads and put the injection.
-

This time you will sleep like the other day. You have also taken a small
stimulant to prevent you fall asleep. You have to be awake my bitch! There are
many men in this hotel.

Laughed at the three. I already knew what they was expecting. My body was going
to receive all the semen that they could attract, and would be much, and I was
going to like much, even if I could not cum. When they fuck me I will suck and lick
and felt a tremendous pleasure. My mind was blank and only had feelings of
submission, feel very feminine and possessed by it.
I knew that was the desire it and that made me feel happy. Sometimes I caressed
or even kissed me and that was sublime. She had always been right, was my
destination.
I did not know how much time had passed, but should be a lot. The light of the sun
entered by the open windows in the room. I was on the inside of the cage with
hands and feet tied. Wearing a harness that left my mouth open, covered by a red
ball. The head was tied with strips to the top of the cage so that the mouth was
precisely in front of a round hole that had the grate. Could not move in any
direction.
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It was not difficult to think which was the use of the hole and the use that was to
have my mouth. The position was comfortable because they had put cushions
below so that that was not the problem.
I was dressed with my suit and high-heeled shoes, chastity device and a dildo in
the ass. After a while the light of day disappeared. The room was in twilight. Then
entered Natalie.
-

Hello my little slave. This night you are going to have a good party. We have
invited some friends to dine with us, but they est'na very interested in know
and enjoy with you. While that will not have the slightest problem in doing so.
You also need enjoy, so relax and let yourself be carried away.

She closed the windows and put the air conditioning. There was no less light, except
the air. From my position could not see the door when it opened. Only saw the light
until it is closed. When she left and closed the door I stayed again alone. I was nervous.
Imagined what was going to happen. After a long time, almost was asleep, the door
was opened. Heard Nicole speaking.
Approached the cage and removed the ball of the mouth making sure that was open
and could not close it. Laughed wishing my a happy night. Closed the door.
Then I heard their steps. Entered is placed above the cage and placed to fit a hard cock
in my mouth. In fact, that was my function. It was a cock median and the man was
very excited. It was not long in climaxing in my mouth. As was the mouth open i had
to swallow everything not to drowning. One after the other were passing the friends
of Natalie and her friends
The rhythm stopped. After a while entered Natalie and asked me what it was.
-

Want more?
Mmmmm…. I did not say as I could.
Oh what a pity!! You still have more dinner. Hahaha…

and went out of the room. In a while came back with her friends this time. Lit a
slight light to be able to see. One of them put me in my mouth open a funnel.
-

Each of us brings a glass. In the glass bring the semen that we have collected
today of our friends. It has been a very intense day. But do not worry we have
more. Before you leave on your trip we were saving the other friends. We did
not want that in your trip to spend hungry so that we have brought more so
you can have dinner and sleep well. Today you are not going to leave the cage,
or you are going to eat anything more.
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That said, began to see the contents of the vessels in the funnel. While they
continued to photos. The creamy fluid entered my mouth without the slightest
opposition. Could only swallow and swallow. I do not know how much had in each
one, but was not little. Many bullfights had in those vessels. All the men of the
hotel should have contributed. A glass, two, three. Uff….. Finally! This should
have ended.
-

and this is the prize to how well you did.

At that time activated the dildo that was inserted in the ass. It was a masturbator anal.
The little time my semen was leaving and Vesta as reflected in a glass. I was going to
be the last. When they masturbate me I did not feel any pleasure. I simply milking to
remove my semen. The chastity device don’t let e feel pleasure. At the end they gave
me the contents of the beaker. It was a family flavor.
-

very well Jessica, you have passed this test. You must be very excited and
tired. We also. Tomorrow we are going to prepare for a new experience. This is
a very special hotel with big surprises for you hahahaha.
Turned off the light leaving me alone in the cage.
THE NEXT DAY
The morning it all began with normality. They ordered me to get up, collect the rooms
and prepare their bathrooms.
My breakfast was normal, without "creams" in the coffee. Toward mid-morning they
ordered be dressed in white. Shirt, short skirts, heels. Nails painted red. I did and be
dressed, perfumed, make up and was really wonderfull. She will be proud. I have
learned well to her lessons. Was lovely. She was waiting me.
-

Good, You look great. Prity. All men will be desiring top ut his hard dicks into
Your holes! Follow me slave.

And I did. I was happy with her words, but I dont know wich will be my next future! We
left the room - at last!!! - and we walked to the pier.
There we caught a motor and in about ten minutes we arrived at a small nearby island.
It seemed that there was only one construction, hotel. We went down and we walked
to the lobby of the hotel.
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Natalie asked by Peter. Was the director of the hotel. A man of about 40 years, strong,
dark hair, high. Very handsome. Were meeting amicably. Were apart and it was clear
that spoke about me. While I was there a couple of clients, men, pasraron at my side
and looked at me smiling. After a few minutes the conversation had finished. Were in
agreement. Natalie approached me to tell me:
-

Jessica, I present to you to Peter. Is the director of this lovely hotel. We want
you to stay here for a few days while we do a little trip. Here you will learn very
useful things for you. When the say that these list will come to pick you up. Do
not worry, these in very good hands.

-

Yes Madam. To their orders.
Mistress says, this is Your new job and Your new Master. During some days
You will live and work here. You will work as a perfect slut here, serving and
pleasing all clients of the hotel. Peter, is your master from now one. He has
also instruction and a plan to continue Your sissifictaion and transformation.
But, to pay lt for each satisfied client You will earn 50$. You must win Your
freedom and pay for it. The prize is 10.000$, that means 200 clients. Only then
You will be free, and return to me. Do You understand?
Yes Mistress. I understand.
Good, but there is an small restriction. You must be here no less then 10 days
to be transformed, but no more then 30 days. Your flight ticket has this limit. If
You dont do before 30 days You must pay for Your stay, 200€ a day, plus the
ticket, and it’s not cheap. 2.000€ more.
Yes Mistress.

-

-

I was affraid! 200 clients to pay the 10.000€, plus ticket, plus stay in 10 days…. Thats
means 10.000+2.000+ 1.200=13.200€……..60 by day or 20 diary in 30 days. Wow… I
must do really well and quick.
I kneel before Her and try to talk.
- No Jessica!, She told meDo it or You will be here the rest of Your life! If You dont
want to work You will be sold by Peter to anyone who pays for You. Do You
understand?
- Yes Mistress. I am.
- Good. Your first client is Peter now. I want to see how do You please him now.
- Come here baby, told Peter.
Peter took me to the basement of the building. It was a small white room with no
windows. Got me. I put a necklace that tied to the wall.
- of knees!! he ordered,
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- show me as You suck and how much do You appreciate a good cock as mine!
I come beside him. I open his trouser and put hardly my head inside his legs.
-

Suck sluty girl! Suck and taste Your Master. Do it well or You will be punished

Natalie was in the door of the room watching. She ordered not to leave anything out
of my mouth and swallow everything. It is a good friend, said.
She and Peter laugh, and I begin to suck his short dick. I was depressed but I must do
as She told me. I want to at her house as soon as posible. Peter cum very quick.
-

Good, Youve done well. Your trainig is good. I see how happy is Peter. Im sure
You will be a good friend of his cock, isnt it?

And Peter laugh
-

-

Yes, Natalie. I think so. Hahahaha
Jessica, the Peters cock dont count for this 200. Considered this as a gift to
Your Master. This and….. all times You do for him. You will love his cock. Be
sure.
Mmm….. I think You will serve me a lot of times. Jajajaja!!!, said Peter.
You have all kind of dresses here, in Your room. You will live here, and never
leave outside. Its forbiden. If You leave You will be punsihed. 10 more dicks the
first time, 20 the second, 30 the third, but Im sure You will never done. Isnt it,
my pet?
No. Never Master. Ill never do.

This was a trap. Im sure 200 clients and 200 Peter. I will never end this blody job!
Peter called a wizard. It was a woman beautiful, sexy, of the same age. Jenifer. To
which gave instructions on my giving a sheet with indications. Once Jenifer had clear
all made me to follow it.
We went to an adjacent room that looked like a clinic. The time entered a doctor,
similar to Jennifer, which was making me a complete clinical history. Took blood
sample. He had been given a bag with my medications. Immediately gave me the
same treatment that was taking these days and added another injection more.
-

If you want to be women we have to activate your body.

From there they moved me to a room where there were a machine, as one of those of
UV rays. They put me in it, by shutting it down, and leaving my head out. I was there
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an hour. Felt itching while, but not so strong as to be uncomfortable. At the end of
returned the doctor.
-

Well. This has been your first meeting. This machine activates your body and
all the medicines that you have received in these days, so that the
transformation process is accelerated in a brutal way. In a few days you will see
many changes. When you leave here you ll look like a beautiful woman.
Understood? Is that what you want truth?

-

Yes Madam, I answered intrigued by the actual scope of their words.

When I came out of the machine I felt weak. Apparently was normal, so it took me to
my room. They ordered me to get naked and get into bed. Had to rest. I did so. Turned
off the light and closed the door with a key from the outside. Could not get.
When began to sleep began a soft music, barely noticeable with a voice in the
background. It was almost hypnotic. Mmmm….. was hypnotic. In a few minutes it was
while hypnotized, awake and listening to that voice that has not ceased to speak.
I do not know how much time I was there, but I woke up calm and relaxd. I did not feel
nothing special. Perhaps that my skin was smoother and smelled very well. I would
have given some cream?
I soon realized that was tied at the hands and feet and my ass was filled with a dildo.
Vibrated from time to time. It was a pleasant sensation. When I woke up all the walls
and ceiling of the room began issuing - were TV screens - scenes of cock and sissies
sucking this cocks, with messages about this, love cock, etc. Also the sound of
messages, moaning, etc. Evidently they was programing my mind.

One hour later Peter comes.
-

Ok slut. You will begin now. Go to the bar and begin serving drinks to the
clients go!
Yes Master.
Good slutty girl.
And try all time that clients drink more and cum more. You have only 2 target.
Sale drink, food and fuck with clients. They must spend as much as posible.
Understood?
Yes Master.
Ah, we open 10:00 in the evening and be opened till the last client goes out.
Ok?
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-

Yes Master.
Go!

And I come to the bar, begining to serve the clients.
The bar was very nice, near the beach and the clients begin to come. I putt he first
drink to client. A 50 years old men, fat. Burrrr, a bad client Ive thought.
-

Come with me, told me Peter, and I did

I follow him upstairs. There where some rooms. I follow him to a one, at the end. He
open. There where a bed, a closet, and a door to a wc. He took me with her hands and
carry me to the bed. He bound my hands and feet to the bed, and put my head over
the pillow. He put on the TV and begin pictures with woman sucking cock.
-

You will be here watching this all time needed to hear from Your lips…. I beg
You Master….. give me Your cock!! I need it!!! Please. If I dont hear nobody will
come here. If I hear I will send a client. If You dont You will be here till You do.
Dont hesitate…. You will do slut. You are my slut now and You work for me.
And remember, if You dont obey You will be here forever. You have no
options. Be a perfect slut and leave or live here forever. It is Your chance.

And he leave the room letting me as this, wtaching does videos. I was very tired but
the videos and the light dont let me sleep. Finnaly I fall sleep.
Ive had a short sleep. The TV continue with his films. And I as under the bed and cant
move. Suddenly the door open and Peter enter.
-

How are You sluty?. Do You want a cock? Are You ready for work?

I dont know what to say. He was hungry.
-

Listen slut!!! Each day that You dont work I lose money. And I dont like this.
Each day You dont work You must pay the room, and its 1.000$ dialy. That
mins 20 clients more. Now You have spent here a mid day….. Your must do for
me not 200 but 210 clients. Jajajaja. And he left the room.

I was afraid, or I work or I never leave this horrible house.
-

I beg Master!!! Please!!! I need a cock!!! Please. I beg You. Let me suck cocks for
You!!! Please Master. I need it!!!

The door open and he entered. Smiling.
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-

Good. You will begin inmediatly. As this You can suck my cock. You did very
well.

And he comes to the bed and put his cock on my mouth. I continue being bounded. He
fucks my mouth till he cum all inside me.
-

jajajaja. Your really do well!! Your are my sluty!!! Well, I send You a client to
begin.

Was evident, he dont count him as a client. After this all day, my room I have received
a men each 15 minutes. One from another. I was bad. 20 in a day!!! My first day. I have
swallowed more cum then ever.
At the end a prity shemale apears. She was Sally. She Works there too. She set me
free. Wow…..greatt!!! She begins to caress me and make me so horny. She fucks me
softly and I love how she does. My cock was remembering that I was locked, and will
be all time till I will be at home! I did great efforts to maintain my cock soft. I can never
be hard.
She lay beside me and and we sleep together.
The next day I wake up late, and take a shower. I was and feel so dirty! And… where
are my clothes? Sally comes and give me a dress, very small and sexy. She also put me
a inflatable dildo. She told me that I must have my hole open to be fucked easily and
without pain.
We took a very light breakfast and gave me some pills. Hormones and other that my
Mistress has come to me.
I ask her how many clients there is, and told me that was monday and ussually there’s
no clients. Probably I must suck Peter and be here wtaching more videos. I must love
those videos and learn how to act. She will train me also. Today all videos will be
about how to jerk off diferent kind of cocks. Then she bound me to the bed and the TV
session begins. But there will be a surprise. Sally comes with an electric collar training
and put me, closing the holder.
-

-

From no won You cant go outside. The house and collar has control system.
You can go only when we You are allowed by Peter. Today you cant leave from
this room. If You try the collar will give You an electric charge. Soft the first
time, and higher if you dont way back. Dont check how storng can be!
Thank You Sally.
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-

Ah, Peter has the remote control of the collar. He can punish You if he wants,
and she left me alone wih my videos.

I dont now why, but I cant sleep and my eyes and mind was more and more focused
into the videos. And I was desiring more and more be as the woman that I see inside.
4 hours later I realice that I can only do as the woman in videos, and the best I do, the
shorter will be my stay.
I dont know how much time should be, but Peter enter in my bedroom. He smiles me
and ask me:
-

How are You slut?
Mmm…. Desiring to suck Your cock and cum. Please Master, let me free and
do it, I told smiling.

He let me free and I kneel before him. I open his trousers and put his hard cock in my
mouth. I begin to suck slowly as I have learned, looking at his eyes and smiling.
-

mmm…… please give me all, I want it!!

And he push my head, one time and another till he cum in my mouth. Finally this will
be easier then Ive thought and more funy!! Mmmmm…. His cum have a good taste!!!
After that day, the routine was taking form. At first hour of the morning visiting the
doctor that gave me my ration of medicines, hormones i guess the most, and I entered
into the machine.
After serving clients. Little by little was taking more and more visits. Never failed to
Peter. We got along fine. Even a night wine at the last minute. After climaxing stayed
to sleep with me.
After a week in the house already had more than 20 clients per day. Even came to 30.
One of them, he was a man of 40 years, handsome, strong. It had been two times
already. I liked. He was warm with me. He liked to boud my hands to the headboard of
the bed and the legs wide. First he fuck me until climaxing. Always with a condon.
I liked very much how he did it. To leave always gave me a long kiss on the mouth and
said to me…."Mmmm…. You like me very much prity girl".
The third time that he come began the same. But he didnt put the Condon. He said:
- today you will be really mine. I am going to cum inside You. You will be getting
fucked like a true woman.
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The truth is that something is stirred within me. I liked a lot to hear you say that. It
was the first time that a man was to be run inside of me, fulling me with his semen. I
felt very feminine. Was so horny and happy!!!
While he was fucking me I started to cum. Despite the chastity device my semen was
leaving, little by little. How I enjoyed. What a wonderful. This was for what Natalia had
trained me? Thanks Mistress!!!
When he cum inside of me I felt better than ever. What a pleasure, that satisfaction,
what joy!!! All efforts had been worthwhile.
The finish he lay down my side. I released the hands and started to kiss him and
patting. His penis was hard. I started to gently masturbarle. Slowly. Little by little. He
was tired but reacted. After a while, after cleaning your penis, I began to suck.
Mmmm…..It was nice. He enjoyed.
-

I want everything your semen inside me. I want it all. Today I want to let you
dry. You are only mine.

He bemoaned while I was sucking more and more
-

Mine, only mine, all mine. I was enjoying as ever.

After a couple of minutes more began to cum in my mouth. I was sucking without
stopping while I was filled once again with his semen. Mmmmm…… it was the first
time that a men got everything to me. He was mine and only mine and I was happy.
That night was a long time sleeping.
The next morning I was taken to the clinic. The doctor gave me the last dose. She said
that I was going. That had ended. She warned that in the next few days I would begin
to notice obvious changes. My skin would be softer. And above all, my breasts will
grow a couple of carvings in the next month. My penis would be reduced a couple of
centimeters.
From there I would have to follow the treatment and surgery would be essential if I
wanted to reach new heights of feminization. All my bodu will be moulded as a prity
girl, and my mind will asume all changes. All my limits will be broken and my mind
programed to be a permanent obedient sluty girl.
I picked up my things. Natalie was waiting me at the exit. I approached Her and I knelt,
bowed my head and kissing their feet.
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- Thanks Mistress for having done all this for me. It has been a wonderful
experience.
- I know. You have done very well. You have a lot to tell me, as I have said.
Now let us go. A new stage in your life begins today.
I stood up. She grabbed me by the arm and we walked together path of the boat that
would take us back.
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